Proposed improvements between Wood Lane and Notting Hill Gate
Neighbourhood 1 – Wood Lane Healthy Streets Check scores

**KEY**

- **Proposed scheme**
- **Wood Lane between Du Cane Road and South Africa Road**
- **Wood Lane between South Africa Road and Westfield**
- **Wood Lane between Westfield and Uxbridge Road**

Before score | After score
--- | ---
49 | 64
15 | +

Before score | After score
--- | ---
49 | 66
17 | +

Before score | After score
--- | ---
53 | 63
10 | +

* Lower scores owing to tree removal. See accompanying consultation materials for details.

We are also proposing changes throughout this neighbourhood including:

- New bus lane
- Changes to loading provisions
- Changes to single yellow line provision

Further details of proposal can be viewed within the detailed consultation pack.